
Model No. Dimensions Weight Dog age Size:Medium Material

22258 Dia 8cm 147g Puppy, Adult For Dogs up to 15 lbs Natural Rubber

As a top-tier manufacturer situated in China, Heao Group specializes in creating cutting-edge and sustainable puppy 
dual layers chew toys, setting a standard for excellence in the industry. The toy is an innovative and versatile natural 
rubber dog toy designed to bring a new level of excitement and interaction to your furry friend's playtime, both day 
and night.

Double-Layer Ball Design:
The dual layers chew toys features a double-layer ball 
design, with a sturdy natural rubber exterior encasing a 
hollow interior. This robust construction ensures the toy 
can withstand rough play and chewing, making it a 
durable companion for your canine companion.
 
Interactive Treat Dispensing:
The body of the ball is covered in numerous small 
holes, strategically placed to create an interactive treat 
dispensing feature. Simply fill the hollow interior with 
your dog's favorite treats or kibble, and as your dog 
plays with the ball, the treats will fall out through the 
holes, enticing them to keep playing and working for 
their rewards.
 
Promotes Physical and Mental Stimulation:
The dual layers chew toys offers an engaging way to 
keep your dog physically and mentally stimulated. The 
challenge of retrieving treats from the ball keeps their 
mind active, while chasing and playing with the 
glowing toy provides essential exercise and energy 
release.
 

More style is coming soon...

Puppy Chew Dog Toys Dual Layer Ball

Safety and Material:
Crafted from natural rubber, the chew toys is non-toxic 
and safe for your pet to play with and chew on. The 
rubber material is gentle on their teeth and gums, 
making it suitable for dogs of all sizes and breeds.
 
Versatility and Enjoyment:
This double-layer ball with treat dispensing features 
offers endless possibilities for play and fun. Whether it's 
a solo play session or interactive playtime with you, the 
toys is guaranteed to become your dog's new favorite 
toy.
 
Upgrade your dog's playtime experience with the puppy 
dual layers chew toys, providing them with engaging 
challenges, delicious rewards, and glowing excitement 
for day and night adventures!
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